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Objectives
Who am I ?
Defining “what is PKI”
Explaining how PKI works
PKI uses in various fields
Challenges of implementation

Introduction
I am Todd Meedel.
I attained 2 BSBA in MIS and Economics at the University of Nebraska.
I have a MS in Cybersecurity from Bellevue University.
I have been in IT for 30 years, and have been in IT Security for over 10 years.
I have worked for some major corporations: AT&T, GE, Honda Racing, Bank of
America, Novartis, and HCSC.
I worked in the Joint Interoperability Test Command, PKI laboratory at Ft. Huachuca AZ
where I tested certificates as a contractor for the NSA.
I then worked for the US ARMY Netcom, where I encrypted exchange emails using PKI
to ensure secure communications to the war fighters in ongoing conflicts.
I currently work for HCSC as the Sr. Cybersecurity PKI SME, and am responsible for
encrypting all stationary data for Blue Cross and Blue Shield of, IL, TX, OK, MT, and
NM.
I have been working in the PKI field for over 6 years.

Who I work for:
Health Care Services Corporation is a very large
corporation, we are the parent corporation for
Blue Cross Blue Shield for the following States.
Texas
Oklahoma
Illinois
Montana
New Mexico

Our Sister corporation Anthem Healthcare was
breached in 2015.
February 24, 2015, Anthem, Inc. disclosed that criminal hackers had broken into its
servers and potentially stolen over 78.8 million records that contain personally identifiable
information from its servers

Why HCSC uses PKI
Our customers demanded we secure their data,
and we were given the deadline of 1 July 2015.
I was hired away from Bank of America to get HCSC in compliance, as
HCSC had no in house expertise in PKI.

We operated under the assumption that we would be breached.
We started a project called Data at rest, this project encrypted every
piece of stationary data on every piece of hardware in HCSC.
We created an Internal Certificate Authority Servers and an External
Certificate authority servers in our DMZ. We also utilized 3rd party
cryptography solutions from Safenet, IBM and HP.
We use multiple vendors to encrypt various devices due to proprietarily
encryption device requirements.

What is PKI?
PKI is defined as:
PKI an acronym that stands for Public Key infrastructure
PKI has lots of different uses, but it is used primarily for encrypting
and / or signing data. Encrypting data refers to scrambling it in a
way that makes it unreadable except to authorized persons.
Signing data basically refers to authenticating it. A good example
of this is signing an E-mail message. If an E-mail message
contains a valid digital signature, it proves two things. First, it
proves that the message has not been tampered with in transit.
Second, it proves that the message is from the person that it
claims to be from. E-mail messages are not the only thing that can
be signed though.

Simplifying how PKI works
Encrypted Message Sent

Private Key
Public Key

Verifies message

Publicly Accessible

A simple to understand analogy
Let’s say your safe deposit box is the
information to be encrypted
•Public key (bank’s key to safe deposit box)
•Private key (your key to safe deposit box)
Both are required to open and close the box,
allowing you to see what is inside.

Understanding Key Pairs

- Novell

What is PKI?
Symmetric Key Encryption
Same key is used to encrypt and decrypt.
Faster than Asymmetric Encryption (PKI).
A secure channel is used to transfer the key.

Asymmetric Key Encryption (PKI)
Uses 2 keys a Private key and a Public key.

Symmetric Key Cryptography
Asymmetric Encryption
Plain-text input
“The quick
brown fox
jumps over
the lazy
dog”

Cipher-text

Plain-text output

“AxCv;5bmEseTfid3)
fGsmWe#4^,sdgfMwi
r3:dkJeTsY8R\s@!q3
%”

“The quick
brown fox
jumps over
the lazy
dog”

Encryption

Decryption

Same key
(shared secret)

Symmetric Encryption Pros and Cons
Strength:
Simple and really very fast (order of 1000 to 10000
faster than asymmetric mechanisms)
Super-fast (and somewhat more secure) if done in
hardware (DES, Rijndael)

Weakness:
Must agree the key beforehand
Securely pass the key to the other party

Public Key Cryptography – PKI
Symmetric Cryptography
Knowledge of the encryption key doesn’t give
you knowledge of the decryption key
Receiver of information generates a pair of keys
Publish the public key in a directory

Then anyone can send him messages that only
she can read

Public Key Encryption
Clear-text Input
“The quick
brown fox
jumps over
the lazy
dog”

Cipher-text

Clear-text Output

“Py75c%bn&*)9|fDe^
bDFaq#xzjFr@g5=&n
mdFg$5knvMd’rkveg
Ms”

“The quick
brown fox
jumps over
the lazy
dog”

Encryption

public

Recipient’s
public key

Decryption

Different keys

private

Recipient’s
private key

PKI / Asymmetric Encryption
Pros and Cons
Weakness:
Extremely slow
Susceptible to “known ciphertext” attack
Problem of trusting public key (see later on PKI)

Strength
Solves problem of passing the key
Allows establishment of trust context between
parties

Step by Step PKI authentication
5.) Client send Certificate to
Authenticate with the host

3.) Certificate Issued
7.) Once
validated,
access is
granted

Certificate Authority

CA
1.) User
Requests a
Certificate

2 .) Processes the
Request sends to
the CA server

Registration Authority

RA

6.) The host
checks with the
VA to determine if
certificate is valid

4.) CA server sends
certificate info to VA

Validation Authority

VA

Hybrid Encryption (Real World)
Launch key
for nuclear
missile
“RedHeat”
is...

Symmetric
encryption
(e.g. DES)

User’s
public key
(in certificate)

RandomlyGenerated
symmetric
“session” key

RNG

*#$fjda^j
u539!3t
t389E *&\@
5e%32\^kd

Symmetric key
encrypted asymmetrically
(e.g., RSA)

Digital
Envelope

As above, repeated
for other recipients
or recovery agents

Digital
Envelope

Other recipient’s or
agent’s public key
(in certificate)
in recovery policy

Hybrid Decryption
*#$fjda^j
u539!3t
t389E *&\@
5e%32\^kd

Launch key
for nuclear
missile
“RedHeat”
is...

Symmetric
decryption
(e.g. DES)
Symmetric
“session” key

Recipient’s
private key

Asymmetric
decryption of
“session” key (e.g. RSA)

Digital envelope
contains “session”
key encrypted
using recipient’s
public key

Digital
Envelope

Session key must be
decrypted using the
recipient’s private
key

PKI and Signatures

Creating a Digital Signature
Message or File

128 bits
Message Digest

This is a
really long
message
about
Bill’s…

Digital Signature
Jrf843kjfgf*
£$&Hdif*7o
Usd*&@:<C
HDFHSD(**

Py75c%bn&*)9|fDe^b
DFaq#xzjFr@g5=&n
mdFg$5knvMd’rkveg
Ms”
Hash
Function
(SHA, MD5)

Calculate a short
message digest from
even a long input
using a one-way
message digest
function (hash)

Asymmetric
Encryption

private

Signatory’s
private key

Verifying a Digital Signature
Digital Signature
Jrf843kjf
gf*£$&Hd
if*7oUsd
*&@:<CHD
FHSD(**

Asymmetric
decryption
(e.g. RSA)

Py75c%bn&*)
9|fDe^bDFaq
#xzjFr@g5=
&nmdFg$5kn
vMd’rkvegMs”

? == ?

Signatory’s
public key

Everyone has
access to trusted
public key of the
signatory

Are They Same?
Same hash function
(e.g. MD5, SHA…)

This is a
really long
message
about Bill’s…

Py75c%bn&*)
9|fDe^bDFaq
#xzjFr@g5=
&nmdFg$5kn
vMd’rkvegMs”

Original Message

Revoking Certificates

Why do you revoke a certificate?

The two methods for revoking certificates
Certificate Revocation Lists (CRL)
•

Complete CRL
• contains a list of certificate serial numbers that have been
revoked by the CA. The client then checks the serial number
from the certificate against the serial numbers within the list.
• Typically very large >500 Kbytes
• Must be downloaded to each client
• One Complete CRL is denoted at the Base CRL.
• Updated every 7 days.

•

Delta CRL
• Lists all the differences between the current Base CRL and the
Complete CRL.
• Typically a very small file <25 Kbytes

The two methods for revoking certificates

•

An efficient alternative to CRL’s

•

Uses a real time protocol to check if a certificate has been revoked
or suspended.

•

Much quicker than CRL’s

•

Contains near real time revocation data.

•

It does require a high availability OCSP server.

The differences between OCSP vs CRL

Types of SSL Certificates
DV Certificates
•

Domain Validated Certificates –
most common type.

OV Certificates
•
•

Organization validated
Requires more validation.

EV Certificates
• Extended validation
• The maximum amount of trust

How can PKI benefit
your Organization ?

You need to first determine what are your
Assets?
What are you securing?
Data
Services (i.e. business etc. applications or their
individually accessible parts)

We cannot and do not secure:
People, cables, inanimate objects.

Some assets are key assets
Passwords, private keys etc.…

Security Building Blocks

•

Encryption provides
•

•

Checksums/hash algorithms provide
•

•

confidentiality, can provide authentication and integrity
protection

integrity protection, can provide authentication

Digital signatures provide
•

authentication, integrity protection, and non-repudiation

Remember:
Certification Practice
& Certification Practice statements
“The Certification Practice & Certification Practice
Statement (CP/CPS) is a formal statement that
describes who may have certificates, how certificates
are generated and what they may be used for.”

Recommendations
Don’t be scared of PKI!
Set up a test environment to enable you to “play”
Minimise the scope of your first implementation
Read up on CP & CPS
Document the purpose and operating
procedures of your PKI

Word About Smartcards
Some smartcards are “dumb”, i.e. they are only a
memory chip
Not recommended for storing a private key used in a challenge
test (verifying identity)
Anyway, they are still better than leaving keys on a floppy disk
or on the hard drive

Cryptographically-enabled smartcards are more
expensive but they give much more security
Private key is secure and used as needed
Additional protection (password, biometrics) is possible
Hardware implements some algorithms
Self-destruct is possible

Different organizations have different needs, PKI needs to
be custom tailored to each organization.

How do you get PKI into your organization and how do you sell the need?
One of the main problems you will face is the scarcity of PKI professionals, most come
from the military or the Black World, I came from the NSA, PKI Laboratory.
Due to scarcity, salaries tend to be quite high.
To sell the need you could put together a business case explaining that in the advent of a
breach you can assure your customers that all of their data was encrypted.

What if you don’t want to hire a PKI person FT, you can contract with
specialty firms who focus on PKI specific consulting and management.

Summary
Cryptography is a rich and amazingly mature field
We all rely on it, everyday, with our lives
Know the basics and make good choices avoiding
common pitfalls
Plan your PKI early
Avoid very new and unknown solutions
Certificate Policy
Certification Practises statement

Common Algorithms

DES, IDEA, RC2, RC5, Twofish
Symmetric
DES (Data Encryption Standard) is still the most popular
Keys very short: 56 bits
Brute-force attack took 3.5 hours on a machine costing US$1m in
1993. Today it is done real-time
Triple DES (3DES) more secure, but better options about
Just say no, unless value of data is minimal

IDEA (International Data Encryption Standard)
Deceptively similar to DES, and “not” from NSA
128 bit keys

RC2 & RC5 (by R. Rivest)
RC2 is older and RC5 newer (1994) - similar to DES and IDEA

Blowfish, Twofish
B. Schneier’s replacement for DES, followed by Twofish, one of the
NIST competition finalists

Rijndael (AES)
Standard replacement for DES for US government, and, probably for all of
us as a result…
Winner of the AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) competition run
by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology in US) in
1997-2000
Comes from Europe (Belgium) by Joan Daemen and Vincent Rijmen.
Symmetric block-cipher (128, 192 or 256 bits) with variable keys (128, 192
or 256 bits, too)
Fast and a lot of good properties, such as good immunity from timing and
power (electric) analysis

Types of Cryptography in use today
Asymmetric (PKI)
Very slow and computationally expensive – need a computer
Very secure

Rivest, Shamir, Adleman – 1978
Popular and well researched
Strength in today’s inefficiency to factorise into prime numbers
Some worries about key generation process in some implementations

DSA (Digital Signature Algorithm) – NSA/NIST thing
Only for digital signing, not for encryption
Variant of Schnorr and ElGamal sig algorithm

ElGamal
Relies on complexity of discrete logarithms

ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography)
Really hard maths and topology
Improves RSA (and others)

Hashing with MD5, SHA algorithms
Hash functions – these are not encryption
Goals:
Not reversible: can’t obtain the message from its hash
Hash much shorter than original
Two messages won’t have the same hash

MD5 (R. Rivest) – Machine Digest 5
512 bits hashed into 128
Mathematical model still unknown
But it resisted major attacks

SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm)
US standard based on MD5
SHA-2 is the defacto standard being used today

Diffie-Hellman, “SSL”, Certs
Methods for key generation and exchange
DH is very clever since you always generate a new “keypair” for each asymmetric session
STS, MTI, and certs make it even safer

Certs (certificates) are the most common way to
exchange public keys
Foundation of Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)

SSL uses a protocol to exchange keys safely
See later

